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ABSTRACT. The aim of the paper is to offer an interpretation of the three basic syntactic constructions of the
Georgian language and to discuss the problem of their diachronic interrelationship. Georgian is regarded as a
language with semantically based marking of verb arguments. The aspect-conditioned systems of marking of core
arguments are difined as Active (construction of the  imperfective series of verb forms), and Ergative (constructions
of the aorist and perfective series of verb forms). The system connected with the imperfective aspect, with obvious
binary distinction of Active and Inactive arguments, is regarded as Active. Both constructions of completive aspectual
forms – that of the II series of verb forms with the ergative case of the subject and of the III series of perfective verb
forms with dative case marking of the subject are considered as extended Ergative constructions. From the syntactic
point of view, Georgian is a language of Nominative construction.

It is argued that the underlying principles of the three constructions are different. The underlying principle of
active construction is direct semantically based marking of arguments. The main opposition is that of active/inactive
participant, the active member of the opposition having the status of unmarked category. In ergative construction the
underlying principle is the immediate constituent structure of the VP: the nearest arguments (O, S) of the VP are
regarded as unmarked, Agentive participant having the second position in the hierarchy of arguments. In nomina-
tive construction the underlying principle is the topicalisation of Subject-Predicate relationship; the position of the
subject is regarded as unmarked. All of these three principles are universal, but in each construction one of them
has a dominant position in organizing the verb arguments into macroroles and determining their hierarchy.  © 2008
Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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I. Introduction. Three aspect-conditioned systems
of marking of thematic roles are functioning in the Geor-
gian language. As a rule, they are defined as Nomina-
tive, Ergative and Dative constructions. The aim of the
present paper is to offer a different interpretation of these
constructions and to discuss the problem of their
diachronic interrelationship.

Georgian is a language with a rich synthetic mor-
phology. For marking thematic roles it has a differenti-
ated case system and a verbal inflectional system with
two patterns of personal markers. Three cases mark the
main arguments: Nominative, Ergative and Dative. The

Nominative and Dative cases mark the subject and di-
rect and indirect objects. Ergative is an aspect-condi-
tioned case marking only for the subject. The two pat-
terns of personal markers are often designated as sub-
ject and object markers. The aim of the present paper is
to show that they do not mark the subject/object dis-
tinction, but rather the distinction of active /inactive ar-
guments. In the paper it is argued that Georgian is a
semantic marking language (for the division of languages
into languages with semantically based vs. syntactically
based marking, see Dixon, 1998; for semantic interpreta-
tion of the problems of Georgian morphology see also






















